
1WRITING TO READ & LEARN
Across Content Areas

Meeting Requirements of the 
CCSS Standards for Literacy

Common Core Rollouts 2010
Lynnette Van Dyke & Sharon Armstrong

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynnette
As we enter the Era on new Common Core state Standards, our focus is drawn to promising practices that will help students and teachers reach the high level goals of this new initiative. New Research sponsored Carnegie Corporation, Writing to Read, revalidates what we know about writing as an aid to reading competency and content area comprehension and therefore, places writing in  the spotlight  by extending what we previously have known about the benefits of writing to learn as a best instructional practice. 

DON’T DO MATRIX YET.
That is we have known for a couple of decades that writing about texts helps students learn content.  The new research emphasizes that writing also  supports the growth of students  abilities to read in the content areas as well as learn concepts.




2Goals for Improving the Understanding of 
Informational Texts in ELA, Science 

& Social Studies



 

Walk away with several strategies that increase 
reading comprehension in subject areas


 

Learn about  what the new research reveals:
1) Having students write about texts they read
2) Teach students the writing skills that go into    
creating text
3) Increase how much students write!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon—
Our goals for today include examination of example strategies that illustrate the research on achievement due to writing. You’ll be provided an opportunity to practice some of the STRATEGIES DURING OUR TIME TOGETHER We also want you to understand the three recommendations from that work.
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The Research



 

Examining the notion that—writing about text 
helps students make connections between what 
they know, read, understand and think (Carr 
2002)



 

Graham & Hebert, 2010: Meta-analysis that 
provides evidence for how writing can improve

 reading 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynnette—Discuss the MATRIX which can be found on pages 5-7 in the handouts.

See (TALK ABOUT)   matrix that summarizes the metanalysis. Walk them through this so they understand how it is set up.

Look through their handouts.   We have summarized the research in the yellow handout. Go over introductory information and then focus on findings and strategies for each of the three recommendations.
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Writing To Learn

What is it?



 

A Writing-to-Learn strategy is one that 
teachers employ throughout and/or at the end 
of a lesson to engage students and develop 
big ideas and concepts.



 

Requires higher-level thinking skills



 

Focuses on ideas rather than correctness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon—
Introduce the MDE WAC DOCUMENT AND WHERE IT IS FOUND ON THE WEBSITE, and TABLE OF CONTENTS for the  document . 
This is one of two WAC Sections in each of the content specific documents. 
WAC resources, which emphasize the reading-writing connection, whether writing to learn strategies or writing to demonstrate knowledge strategies,  directly support what the research tells us and reinforces the new content area reading and writing requirements that can be found in the CCSS Standards for Literacy. 
This  MDE  developed Writing Across the Curriculum work correlates with both types of research  Writing to Read/writing to Learnand does so directly.
These strategies also  provide opportunities for higher-level thinking when put into practice.
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Column Notes: Cornell Notes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon—
Where this came (see Cornell background provided below) from…Guide the audience through this.
	 [The Cornell System was designed by Walter Pauk from Cornell University – hence the name – for college study tips in the 1950’s. ]
Refer Participants to handouts p. 8. This is from Page 15 of the WAC ELA document. 
Although there are specific strategies in each content area WAC document, all strategies from ELA can be applied in all of the disciplines.

WALK THROUGH OF THE SLIDE:
Right hand column- enter key or cue words while the second is the notes column (for recording ideas and facts) for notes from what they read, hear, see
After recording, review and use the information to develop questions for which the right hand column entries are answers.
Used for note taking while reading text, listening to lecture, or viewing video.
Finally – summarize in bottom box.
 Use for study PURPOSES
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Column Notes: T-Charts

6

Note-taking Note-making

States of matter—physical forms for 
substances. Solid, liquid, gas.

If water vapor is a gas, and I cannot 
see gases, then why can I see 
steam???

Atoms: tiny moving particles I remember when we pretended to be 
atoms by bumping into each other in 
class. We moved faster when we 
pretended to be a gas.

•

 

Topic/Details/Response 
•

 

Facts/Questions/Response 
•

 

Question/Answer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon
See page 10 from your handouts.
Here is page 10 from your handouts. This slide provides an example of column notes in Science.
These Science examples extend the example provided in ELA (p. 15). 
 If you go to handout 9, you’ll be about to see the format used throughout this document and the description of the column notes strategy. 

Read through the slide:
Walk through the examples on the page.  
Emphasize the addition ideas listed for column headings.
Talk about modifications that could be made for the lower grades.

 As you can see, this strategy can be adapted by labeling  the columns for note-taking based upon the purpose of your lesson
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Column Notes



 

Applying non-linguistic representations 
to summarizing and note-taking 

(The Art and Science of Teaching, 
Robert Marzano, 2007 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Sharon— Discuss Marzano’s work.
Talk about Silverman’s research (Lynnette).  
Silverman, a cognitive psychologist who has completed two decades of research on this topic, emphasizes that there are only two ways that we code informaiton in our brains, linguistic and visual.  
As students move into a technology supported era we know that they are becoming visual learners, so lets capitalize on this strength!
 Column Notes (linguistic coding) can and should be used in conjunction with visual representations (non-linguistic/visual). 
Think about it--This provides another 50 % of the opportunities usually provided and helps us when reaching students both  today and in the future.
In the next slide, we’ll provide an opportunity to work through both linguistic and visual processes using column notes organizational strategies within a combined format. 
Participants read the Dr. Atkins article and then work through the template—beginning with the visual representation.
Refer to the reading  (page 11) and complete the template (page 21 at the back of their packets) with a partner.   Read-Turn-Talk-Write.
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Learning Goal: Gives notes focus.

 
To gain a basic understanding of 
differentiated instruction (DI) and begin 
using techniques to meet the needs of 
all

 

learners. Aid Existential Learners.

Summary:

 

Homework.
Students must reprocess information.  Higher order thinking.
What do you feel about…

 

Aid Intrapersonal

 

Learners?

Graphic Representation:
Homework or ticket-out-the-door.
Students must reprocess information. 
Aid Visual Learners.

What is DI?
How does 
DI address 
the needs of 
all learners?
How can I 
use DI in my 
classroom?

Key Questions 
& Terms:
Pre-lecture or 
reading.  
Students 
develop from 
learning goal.

Notes:
From lecture or reading.
Short & focused.
Aid Verbal Linguistic 
Learners.

Sample Notebook.
Multiple Intelligences 

addressed in note taking.
2 column notes

Facing page left blank

During lecture or 
reading.
Pause for Think-Pair-

 Share.

Aid Interpersonal 
Learners.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon– 
So, lets go through the requirements you would introduce and model for students: (go through each of the sections to explain the content students would develop.
 A good place for this is the Science notebook: Students develop key questions and terms from the idetified learning goal,  and/or take notes during lecture.  Notes should not be lengthy or too detailed, rather, focused.  Summarize for homework. 
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Learning Goal:  Describe how human 
body systems maintain relatively 
constant  blood sugar (B2.3e).

 Gives notes focus.

Summary:

 

Homework
Students must reprocess information.  
Higher order thinking.

Graphic Representation:
Homework or ticket-out-the-door.
Students must reprocess information. 
Aid visual learners.

How does 
the body 
respond to 
increased 
blood sugar 
levels?

Insulin

Key Questions 
& Terms:
Pre-lecture or 
reading.  
Students 
develop from 
learning goal. Insulin released from 

pancreas removes 
excess sugar (glucose) 
from blood. 

Hormone that 
transports glucose 
from blood to cells

Notes:
From lecture or reading.
Short & focused.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a possible answer.  How did you do? 

[Implementation tips--25 minutes  at close of this activity]

Sharon– Provide the answer here after the audience works on their activity. “ Here is an answer that might have been provided”—Could be logged into the students’ science notebook.
 After completing ask what they noticed. 

Get 2 teachers or participants to debrief or reflect.


Science notebook application:   Students could use 2 column notes (Cornell) strategy. They would develop their own key questions and terms based upon the learning goal,  and then take notes during lecture.  Notes jotted down should not be lengthy or too detailed, but, should be focused.  Teachers could have students draw notes (visual representation) then summarize for homework.  Since all sections have been entered from this example, the example could be used (this slide) as a model when working through it with students.



10C(RAFT)S: Designing for Writing to 
Demonstrate Knowledge Activities

Components:

C
 

CONTEXT (In the surroundings, what influences 
this piece?)

R
 

ROLE (Who is the writer?)
A

 
AUDIENCE (To whom is the writer writing?)

F
 

FORMAT (What format is used for the writing?)
T

 
TOPIC (What are you writing about?)

S
 

STRONG VERB (What is the purpose of the writing?)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynnette—
Used to design Writing To Demonstrate Knowledge Activities, the second part of the Writing Across the Curriculum documents for each subject that are quite often associated with formative and summative assessment.
CRAFTS strategy—
The reason that (RAFT) is in parenthesis is that C(RAFT)S is an expansion of that earlier strategy (well-known in English Language Arts and SS).
The strategy entries provide us with a template with charts that provide quality options from which to design assignments for each of the blanks in the template.
This template is on slide  #12 and handout 22.  It  will guide you through your application of this strategy within your content area (whatever that might be).  
Please note pages 12 and 13 that provide many options to plug into the assignment template.  
These can get very creative and other world--  or very intensely factual and academic. 
Questions?
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C(RAFT)S: Why is it important?



 

Encourages students to focus on audience and voice



 

Helps students apply content in authentic context



 

Allows students to demonstrate understanding of 
targeted content



 

Incorporates inquiry and research



 

Engages students in the type of higher order thinking 
that stimulates learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is CRAFTS strategy important?
Read slide.
Also, each writing piece developed can be considered a performance task that helps us ascertain how well the student has been able to apply his or her learning.  
Each  writing to demonstrate knowledge genre that is included in this section can be used as formative classroom or summative assessments.  These are our traditional and sometimes  not so traditional writing genres.
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C(RAFT)S for Your Discipline

Template:



 

You are a (insert role),
 

in (insert context)
 

writing 
to (insert your audience)

 
in (insert

 
format of the

 communication)
 

to (insert writing purpose using
 

a 
strong verb).



 

Now, create a product
 

based on your template.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynnette and Sharon—OK__Your Turn.  
“Using the examples from your handouts ( from pps.14-16), 
Please work through this  format to design a writing to demonstrate knowledge assignment for any content area. 
“Please use the template on page 22 for recording your ideas for this activity. You may ‘partner’ to complete the CRAFTS template & product. “
“Be prepared to share out.”
 Have participants share their work aloud.  
“What did you notice?”
You will want to model this through to completion with students.  
The example you just constructed could be used with students as you model.


Sharon—talk to pages 11-14 in handouts. Can be used when you teach students.  
Students can also use research & inquiry processes  (another key piece of the new requirements) in completing assignments.
Point out the examples in the handouts.
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Argumentation…

…has its basis in:



 

CLAIM:  A statement about the solution to a 
problem or answer to a question



 

EVIDENCE:  Scientific data that supports the claim. 



 

REASONING:  A logical scientific argument that 
explains why the data counts as evidence in 
support of the claim.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynnette– 
We are transitioning into argument— a writing genre which has new emphasis in the CCSS across the content areas & especially in the English language arts. 
This type of writing entails logic and reasoning, and starts early in the K-5 section of the CCSS as opinion and/or persuasive writing.
Argumentation has its basis in Claim-Evidence-Reasoning—a hueristic frequently utilized in the Science classroom.
Read through the definitions on the slide for CER.
Refer to and read through the strategy page from the Science document on page 17. on this slide.
Claim—a statement about the solution to a problem or answer to a questions
Evidence—scientific data that supports the claim
Reasoning—a logical scientific argument that explains why the data counts as evidence in support of the claim.  

An example is provided in the next slide--

 See handout pps. 15-16 which comes from the Science WAC.  Note the vocabulary on page 15 and note the graphic on page 16.

Now we are into “Argumentation”
This is the foundation.  In argumentation we use claims, evidence and reasoning as seen and defined here. Its what teachers are already involved with doing as we will see in a minute.

Intro claim-evidence-reasoning (C-E-R) as a good strategy aligned with the reasoning requirments of the CCSS.  Read through the slide.  
Then, go the the example in the next slide.




14C-E-R Example

C-E-R: a strategy used when performing experiments 
and labs…

Consider you just performed a lab experiment where 
you mixed yellow and blue food coloring and the 
result was green food coloring.

Your CER may look something like this:
Hypothesis: If I

 
mix colors together, 

then
 

a
 

new color will result

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at this classroom example together, one that might be found at the elementary or middle school level. [Read the scenario and the hypothesis—continue on next page for an example CER derived from this 




15C-E-R Example
C:

 
When yellow and blue are mixed together they make 

the color green

E:
 

10 ml of yellow food coloring was measured and 
mixed with 10 ml of blue food coloring which resulted 
(you ended up with) 20 ml of gren

 
food coloring.  Three 

identical tests were done and they all resulted in green.

R:
 

Observations were used to see that when yellow 
and blue were mixed together they made green.  The 
fact that the experiment was done 3 times means that it 
is reproducible and accurate.  Two different colors when 
mixed together do make a new color.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who wants to read the example claim from the previous slide? (call on someone)
And  the evidence would be? (call on someone)
And the reasoning is… (call on someone)

***Now direct the audience to the Scientific Explanations that are provided in the handouts—p 19. 
Audience pairS up to read the explanations (1-3), label each component appropriately and then report out to provide their CER.
  Sharon will provide he correct answer. 

The last CER, “SLIME”, is on page p. 20—a simple one to use with students as an introduction! 
 Who would like to give it a go? Have the audience provide the answer by calling on volunteers.

 C_______________________________, E_____________________________, R_________________________________

Provide the answer.
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Objectives of Argumentation

Argumentation as a writing format  (as described in 
WAC and CCSS) goes beyond

 
C-E-R. It involves:



 

Research on both positions of a controversial 
content area related issue



 

Arguments and counter arguments



 

Prioritization of arguments in order of importance



 

Writing skills and process, as in any Writing to 
Demonstrate Knowledge performance



 

Formal presentation of final product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The formal writing of argumentation extends CER.  
Students go deeper into analysis and the development of a positon when they are required to write it.  
A planning template  requiring an analysis of both sides to an issue can be used to get them started (see prewriting graphic on ___)  
When teaching to this writing genre, the teacher would want to analyze pieces of text with students as well as have them follow up to generate sound arguments of their own.
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Argumentation

Activity:



 

Review information on Argument/Counter Argument



 

Students will need to get a grasp on the vocabulary 
of reasoning and argumentation found throughout 
these examples 



 

Note terminology of argumentation in next slide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going back to handout 18 (Prewriting graphic)—notice that the student generates or locates and records the components of the genre taking into account both sides of the argument and rank ordering their arguments.
Students also need academic vocabulary to label the components of sound reasoning in content materials and writing pieces.  
These labels become important in directing students to the correct areas for revision of writing—and of course—logical thinking 
(because reasoning is what argumentation focuses upon)
This terminology guides the procedures inherent in sound reasoning and is important when students are asked for specific improvements during the revision stages of their writing to demonstrate knowledge compositions.
 They need to be able identify the components of their logic and critical thinking.
So lets look more closely at the academic vocabulary that will be involved---->>>>
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Argumentation: Planning & Drafting



 

What position or claim

 
will be developed?

 
Take a stand.



 

What grounds

 
will convince the reader to agree with the 

claim?

 
Give reasons why, data, evidence, and facts.



 

What is the link (warrant) between grounds and claim?

 
Explain 

the “reasons why”
 

using conventional wording, e.g., since, 
given the data, if…then…



 

Is the backing reliable?

 
Justify the reasons. This is reasonable 

because... (further explanation)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Lynnette—Show of hands—How many in the audience have learned to write formal arguments or engaged in a formal logic course?  Lets take a look at what we will be teaching students—what it entails.  Notice the academic vocabulary that is attached to the components of this genre.

We will switch off on our roles within this slide.  I’m going to ask the leading questions and Sharon will provide you with the more common explanation.  The formal language becomes and essential for students as they progress into secondary and college/university settings.
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Argumentation: Planning & Drafting



 

What are other possible views

 
on this issue?

 
Rebut

 
the 

counterargument. Explain and refute
 

other possibilities, e.g., 
Others might think...but...



 

Is a qualification

 
necessary?

 
Is the argument so solid that 

qualification based on extenuating circumstances is unneeded?

 Use conditional qualification, e.g., probably, presumably



 

Have I adequately summed up the case?

 
Restate and summarize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continued from previous slide.
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Writing Prompt:

Topic or Issue: Purpose: Audience:

My CLEAR POSITION (thesis) on this issue:

“Reasons”

 

or WHY I 
take this position

EXAMPLES and EVIDENCE “Warrant”
HOW the reasons & 
examples support the 
position

1. 1. 1.

2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3.

Most Significant Counterargument

Rebuttals to 
Counterarguments

Toulmin
 

Graphic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharon & Lynnette—
Stephen Toulmin is the father of informal argumentation.  His model is what we have used to illustrate the formal types of arguments that are expected in the CCSS and the Toulmin template IS the college model used so very important as we think about helping students become College & Career Ready. 
Its taken directly from the ELA document and is replicated here and in your handouts for your use.

Preparing students to be writers is very important.   
Awareness of the Common Core requirements for high level Literacy across the Content Areas implies that teachers are supporting instruction in writing and reading within their disciplines. 
Therefore, this language will be connected to your work as we implement the Common Core.
We can see the complexity entailed in these standards.  We are all going to be learning how to help students by providing organizational tools –one such as this graphic.
Model it go,  through it
Time them

Arguments are the traditional genre associated with critical thinking.  By focusing on reasoning (here) we are preparing students with  the 21st Century skill of critical thinking as we enhance their abilities to read and write.  



21Critique of Written Argument/C-E-R



 

Is their explanation sufficient (it explains everything it 
needs to) and coherent

 
(it is free from contradictions?)



 

Did they use genuine evidence (they have data that 
shows a trend over time, a relationship between 
variables, or a difference between groups) and did they 
use

 
enough

 
evidence to support their ideas?



 

Is their evidence high quality? In other words, is their 
evidence valid (they lused

 
appropriate mewthods

 
to 

gather the data) and reliable (they attempted to reduce 
error in their measurements or observations)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember,  critiquing the work of others helps writers be aware of how to craft their own pieces. 

Lets take a look at some of the requirements that a critique of argumentation entails: 
Writers have to decide if their conclusions are valid or acceptable based upon quality dimensions of the work as shown here. 
This and the next slide provide questions a writer might ask of him or herself regarding the extent to which the reasoning is sound.

One can see why we incorporate high levels of support for this level of thinking.  This is indeed a high-level requirement but one that students can master given support and guidance.
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Critique of Written Argument/C-E-R



 

Is there any counter evidence

 
that does not support their 

explanation?


 

How well does their explanation fit with other theories

 and laws that are used to explain or describe how the 
world works?



 

Is their rationale adequate

 
(they explain why the 

evidence was used and

 
why it supports the explanation) 

land appropriate

 
(rational and sound)?
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Balance writing between conveying 
experience, (narrative), 
explanation/information, and 
persuasion/argument.



 

Emphasize textual evidence to support 
interpretation and analysis



 

Balance the use of literary and informational 
text.



 

Emphasize integration and optimize reading-
 writing connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, the Key Considerations here provide us with implied recommendations for implementing this document.
Read
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Key Considerations



 

Up the ante on the level of text complexity that 
your students are reading.  Provide strategies 
for guiding the quality of critical thought, 
discussion and reflection.



 

Read multiple texts related to the same topic



 

Ensure language-rich classrooms and learning 
experiences and master these skills according 
to progression

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read
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Reflection and Discussion

Using the Key Reflections and the questions below 
discuss and report out on the following by table 
group:



 

Which will you do immediately?



 

What will you initiate next—how and why?



 

How many will you have in place by next 
year. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read
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Online Resources

Find 
Writing Across the Curriculum

documents for English Language Arts, Science, 
Social Studies, and Mathematics at

www.michigan.gov/ela

Common Core State Standards for
English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, 

Science, and Technical Subjects:
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation, then, draws attention to WAC documents that are readily available resources that can be used to provide students with support. 
Please feel free to email either of us for more resources or if you have questions.  


http://www.michigan.gov/ela
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Contacts

Lynnette Van Dyke
MDE Education Consultant
vandykel@michigan.gov

517-241-3508

Sharon Armstrong
K-12 ELA Consultant

sawrite46@gmail.com
810-232-3563

mailto:vandykel@michigan.gov
mailto:sawrite46@gmail.com
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